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Shawn Taylor
John Tighe
Yvonne Waldon
David Weinman
Rakil Wilburn

AIDS Office Staff
Joseph Cecere
Dara Coan
Elizabeth Davis
Vincent Fuqua
Ju Lei Kelly
Betty Chan Lew
Eileen Loughran
John Melichar
Israel Nieves-Rivera
John Pubustan
Michael Paquette
Maree Kay Parisi
Jenna Rapues
Lisa Reyes

Consultant Support
Harder+Company
Community Research
Aimee Crisostomo
Kym Dorman
William Schrager
Community Health Studies Group
(Process Evaluation)
Kathleen Roe
Meeting Minutes
David Weinman

John Tighe
Naishin Fu
Willow Schrager
Janice Johnson
William Bland
Bernie Berger
Michelle Bakken
Jonathan Batiste
David Diaz
Michael Discepola
Thomas Ganger
Isela González
Dee Hampton
Emalie Huriaux
Janet Johnson
Billie-Jean Kanios
Tom Kennedy
2006
Community Co-chairs
Gayle Burns
Perry Rhodes III
DPh Co-chair
Tracey Packer (Interim)
Council Members
Devin Anderson
Angie Baker
William Bland
Edward Byrom
Chadwick Campbell
Aaron Cohen
Michael Cooley
Michael Discepolo
Thomas Ganger
Catherine Geanuracos
Steve Gibson
Isaia González
Amber Gray
Dee Hampton
E-mail Huriaux
Matt Jennings
Janetta Johnson
Billie-Jean Kanios
Tom Kennedy
Thomas Knoble
Weihaur Lau
Derrick Mapp
Joani Marinoff
John Newmeyer
Tei Okamoto
Lawrence Ozoa
Colin Partridge
Ken Pearce
Gail Sanabria (Ex-Officio)
Joaoquin Sanchez
Chandra Sivakumar
Gwen Smith
Frank Strona
Raquel Tolston
Michael Underhill
Kenneth Vail
Abbie Zimmerman
Community Members
Brett Andrews
Jennifer Awa
Michelle Bakken
Bernie Berger
Walter Chang
Naishin Fu
Dave Hook
Alix Lutnick
Breonna McCree
Maria Ortega
Stephen Oxendine
Susan Philip
Koji Sakakibara
Shawn Taylor
John Tighe
Yvonne Waldon
David Weinman
Rakli Wilburn
AIDS Office Staff
Joseph Cecere
Dara Coan
Elizabeth Davis
Erik Dubon
Vincent Fuqua
Ju Lei Kelly
Betty Chan Lew
Eileen Loughran
John Melichar
Israel Nieves-Rivera
Lisa Reyes
Len Sarce
Russ Zellers
Consultant Support
Harder+Company
Community Research
Aimee Crisostomo
Kym Dorman
Clare Nolan
Community Health Studies Group
(Process Evaluation)
Kathleen Roe
Meeting Minutes
Naomi Forsberg
Joe Lynn
David Weinman
2005
Community Co-chairs
Israel Nieves-Rivera
Gayle Burns
DPh Co-chair
Steven Tierney
Council Members
Barbara Adler
Devon Anderson
Angie Baker
Matthew Blanchard
Gayle Burns
Edward Byrom
Chadwick Campbell
Rafael Cañadas
Aaron Cohen
Michael Cooley
Michael Discepolo
Thomas Ganger
Catherine Geanuracos
Steve Gibson
Robert Gomez
Tamika Gonzales
Katie Jambor
Matt Jennings
Janetta Johnson
Tom Kennedy
Thomas Knoble
Derrick Mapp
Joani Marinoff
Tuck Mayo
Marcel Miranda
John Newmeyer
Israel Nieves-Rivera
Ken Pearce
Gayle Burns
Edward Byrom
Rev. William Cochrane
Aaron Cohen
Michael Cooley
Michael Discepolo
Keith Folger
Catherine Geanuracos
Steve Gibson
Robert Gomez
Tamika Gonzales
Manny Grueso
Janetta Johnson
Thomas Knoble
Joani Marinoff
Loris Mattx
Marcel Miranda
John Newmeyer
Ken Pearce
Renel Ratchford
Perry Rhodes III
Andre Rhodes
Gail Sanabria (Ex-Officio)
Mike Schment
Gwen Smith
Tae-Wol Stanley
Frank Strona
Edward Velasco
Community Members
Brett Andrews
Wanetta Davis
Bill Blum
Dave Hook
Anthony Huyyn
Matt Jennings
Jeffrey Leiphart
Joseph McMurray
Ben Peacock
Sabrina Suico
AIDS Office Staff
Joseph Cecere
Eric Cassullo
Elizabeth Davis
Vincent Fuqua
Betty Chan Lew
Eileen Loughran
Tracey Packer
Michael Pendo
Lisa Reyes
Russ Zellers
Consultant Support
Harder+Company
Community Research
Kym Dorman
Clare Nolan
Allison Weston
Community Health Studies Group
(Process Evaluation)
Kathleen Roe
Meeting Minutes
Hyla Breidenbaugh
Stacy Grattan
Joey Rose
David Weinman
2004
Community Co-chairs
Israel Nieves-Rivera
Gwen Smith
DPh Co-chair
Steven Tierney
Council Members
Barbara Adler
Ronnie (Chata) Ashley
Ali Bachrach
Teresa Betancourt
Matthew Blanchard
Eric Brown
Gayle Burns
Edward Byrom
Rey. William Cochrane
Aaron Cohen
Michael Cooley
Michael Discepolo
Keith Folger
Catherine Geanuracos
Steve Gibson
Robert Gomez
Tamika Gonzales
Manny Grueso
Janetta Johnson
Thomas Knoble
Joani Marinoff
Loris Mattx
Marcel Miranda
John Newmeyer
Ken Pearce
Renel Ratchford